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DIRECTOR’S NOTE  
 

Center for Integrated Development (C.I.D) has been motivated for social welfare and sustainable 

development since 1992. 23 years back the organization came into existence by the combined 

efforts of the social concerned citizens who have strong determination to eradicate social evils 

prevailing in our society. From past so many years the organization is dealing with many burning 

issues like Child Right Protection, Women Empowerment, Better Livelihood Initiatives, Tribal 

development, Health and Community Health and other social problems. Advocacy, networking and 

other regular interventions are made to change the behavior & attitude of people towards these 

issues of social concern. C.I.D, over the years, has improved the economic, social, educational and 

awareness level of thousands of poor and marginalized people in various parts of northern Madhya 

Pradesh by exerting their rights through innovative tools in close co-operation with community. 

CID had set targets and has been successful in achieving those mile stones through consistent 

efforts. In order to achieve the objectives many activities like Child Labour Eradication Programme, 

School Enrollment Campaign, Ownership of community for the issue of health and local 

governance, Promotion of health component and bringing sustainable changes in health system, 

Women empowerment programme, SAHARIYA Tribal Initiative, Networking with different 

networks working for the similar cause, Child Help Line-1098 etc were undertaken by the 

organization. CID hold self-accountability that’s the reason governmental, foundation, corporate 

and individual donors trust us to deliver maximum impact for their investment for social cause. 

Effectiveness of the programmes demonstrates their funds are being used effectively and efficiently. 

C.I.D strives for sustainability and progress that helps the poor so that donors can reduce their 

investments over time. All the achievements and works would not have been possible without a 

dedicated team. People who are working with C.I.D are highly motivated and committed. I am 

hereby presenting the annual progress report for the year 2014-15 which will throw the light upon 

the achievement of organizational activity through the year. I admire the effort of entire team-CID 

to successfully accomplishment of targets during 2014-15 and believe that team will keep on 

progressing for the social cause.  

Dr. VIJAY GUPTA 

 Hony Secretary 
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ORGANIZATION 

 

CID is a podium to the voices who want to raise themselves to contribute in the 

development of nation with their efforts. People with the will of selfless help came 

together and started a mission to help deprived community in their development. CID 

started working in 1992 and it is continuously reaching the milestones on the path of 

community development. 

We work for the total development of deprived community; In order to bring the 

underprivileged and vulnerable sections at par to the mainstream of the society the 

organization works under the following objectives 

 

OBJECTIVES: 
 Protect Children from abuse, trafficking, molesting  and ensure their 

participation  

 Ensure Educational Social, Mental and Physical development of children. 

 Ensure improvement in health of individuals and community through 

spreading awareness. 

 Promote Gender equity and equality in all three phases of life childhood, 

adolescence and in womanhood. 

 Empower women socially and economically and develop leadership among 

them. 

 Ensure overall development of deprived community. 

 Support disables individuals. 

 Protect environment and preserve natural treasures. 

 

To bring this objective into action we resort to strategies like:- 

 Child right protection, development & Advocacy  

 Community Health management and Awareness  

 Community and women empowerment  
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 Poverty alleviation & Rural development  

 Environment Conservation  

 Safeguarding Human Rights  

 Networking with different stakeholders  
 

VISION 

      A harmonious society free from discrimination, offering equity, equality and 

sustainable development. 

MISSION 

      CID aims to empower communities through awareness, participation and capacity 

building which lead to a society, based on equity and equality for sustainable 

development. 

CORE VALUES 

 Commitment towards weaker sections of society especially children, women, 

Dalits & Tribal communities.  

 Advocacy based intervention for policy as well as community level changes.  

 

PROGRAMS 

CHILD DEVELOPMENT: 

 Remove children from work and develop them socially , mentally and 

physically  

 Organizes Bal Panchayat to ensure the participation of children 

 Runs Non formal Education centers for deprived children 

 Spread awareness about health and hygiene among children 

 Runs Micro Nutrition program for children. 

 Runs a Program to protect Children from diarrhea 

 Educate children about perils of gender inequity. 
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT: 

 Create and run Self Help Group to advocate women in their economic and 

social development. 

 Create and run Community Committee to sensitize women about social 

issue  

 Invigorate the capacity of resolving issues in women.  

 Educate women about their rights, Sanitization, health and gender inequity 

and its perils. 

 Educate women to utilize savings optimally. 

 Create and facilitate Adolescent Girls Group to sensitize them on social, 

health, political issues. 

 

 

 

HEALTH: 

 Organizes regular health checkups for children 

 Runs HIV/AIDS awareness program and tale consulting center 

 Runs a program to protect Children from Diarrhea 

 Run program to improve immunization in children 

 Organizes health, hygiene and sanitization training program for children, 

women and community. 

 

CID work for the total development of deprived society through the consistent and 

selfless effort of its dedicated team, to magnify work efficiency and to signify the 

result of efforts CID conduct regular training and workshops, it will also enhance 

their vision towards their social responsibilities.  

To strengthen the commitment of humans towards society we sensitize various civic 

bodies, Govt. Dept. , CBO and different NGOs  to make a strong resistance towards 

social evil.  We have built a strong and active social network which is active to 

prevent and cure social disease. 
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AREA OF INTERVANTION 

 

We are covering almost northern region of M.P. and some portion of Rajasthan 

working with many of our partner organization. 
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CHILD CARE  
CHILD LABOR ERADICATION 
Gwalior is among the rapidly developing cities of Madhya Pradesh which has made it 

the attraction for many nearby underdeveloped cities, People are keep coming to 

Gwalior in search of livelihood from the nearby villages, draught conditions and 

failure of agriculture has aggravated the migration. 

Apart from migrant Gwalior is home of thousands BPL families which majorly 

consist of construction worker, carpet weaver, push cart vender, daily wage worker 

etc. also consist of rag picker, bidi roller and beggar. Burden of poverty is 

suppressing the rights of children such as right to education, entertainment, security, 

development and right to live. Children are forced by circumstances to work.  

Mainly children work in dangerous and hazardous conditions like Stone crushing, 

Carpet weaving, Rag picking, Bidi Rolling etc. huge number of children are also 

working in Automobile, Hotel-Dhaba and as Domestic help  

CID has come up with an innovative set of plans to systematically eliminate then 

eradicate child labor from Gwalior city. CID apply multi sectoral approach to address 

the issue of child labor. 

First CID team identify the children indulge in labor practices and remove them from 

the labor practices, after removal of the children CID start their development by 

enrolling them to Non formal education centers, CID have 9 Non Formal Education 

center in city where about 425 children who were the part of labor force are getting 

education as well as the physical and mental development is also taken care at these 

center.  

Children are being engaged in education and mothers of these children are being 

engaged in Self Help Group where these mother are being educated on the issue of 

child rights, education, child labor, health & hygiene, social security schemes and 

simultaneously facilitate savings in these groups and mothers are being motivated to 

use their savings for their children’s education. 

Adolescent girl and boys groups are being formed and they are being educated on the 

issues such as child rights, human rights, health & hygiene and various social issues, 

adolescent health related education are also being given to adolescent girls. 
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Common people, Intellectual group and media are also being targeted to spread 

education about child labor, exhibition, puppet show are being organized in various 

part of city. After the Non formal education, children are being enrolled to the main 

stream education system and being guided to make them sufficient for future 

endeavor.  

To support the elevation of education in city CID is working with NCLP and 

running an education and rehabilitation center for the children working in carpet 

weaving industry. In this education and rehabilitation center necessary education is 

being to the children along with professional training  as well as nutrition food also 

being provided to children to ensure their proper physical development, since these 

children used to be the part of carpet industry and earning some sort of money 

therefor stipend 5rs per presence is being provide to the children which motivates 

them to be regular with school and also help to retain them.50 children are getting 

benefit of NCLP education and rehabilitation center . Cultural activities like BAL 

sabha, Painting Competition, Games are being organized on every Saturday to help 

children’s mental development. NCLP also keep an eye on children health with 

regular health checkups. 

 

Withdrawal of child labour 

 

Year Admitted in 

Formal 

Schools from 

our Centers 

Total Admission to 

Non Formal School 

During Campaign 

(other than centers) 

Total Withdrawn 

(Direct and Indirect) 

Jul-13 55 362 417 

Jul-14 60 378 438 

Jul-15 113 348 461 

Total 228 1088 1316 
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Support Centres 

Sl. 

No 
Centers 

 

 

 

Avg Attendance % 

Boys Girls Total 

1 Indranagar 
Child Labour 68.82 70.71 70.08 

School Going 70.56 65.22 66.72 

2 Kishanbagh 
Child Labour 79.91 74.40 74.86 

School Going 73.25 72.08 72.65 

3 Shankarpur 
Child labour 84.59 87.04 89.95 

School Going 89.91 89.53 89.61 

4 Subhash Nagar 
Child labour 73.57 76.43 75.67 

School Going 78.36 71.21 71.91 

5 Naktapatha 

Child labour 81.22 80.58 80.99 

School going 89.24 86.04 
80.09 

 

 

Development Center 

Development Centers 

Sl. No. Centers  Avg Attendance % 

Boys Girls Total 

1 Noorganj 60.84 76.84 63.3 

2 Transport Nagar 58.58 64.31 60.91 

3 Khajanchibaba 74.04 63 69.54 

4 Madere Ki Mata 67.66 81.41 75.6 
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Beneficiaries 
Target Jan to Sep 

2015 

Target achieved in  

Jan to Sep 2015 

Child Beneficiaries belongs to 

Carpet /Stone Crushers / 

Rag PICKERS enrolled in NFE centers 

416(3 year target) 416 

Children will be admitted in Formal Schools 

through NFE Centers 

SC-69 

DC-36 

Total -105 

SC-74 

DC-39 

Total – 113 

Children will be admitted in formal schools 

through campaign 
260 348 

No. of members of community committee 65 65 

No. of SHG Members added. 20 28* 

No. of children benefited through Bal 

Panchayat 
1BP 

3 new BP and 

total 73 Member 

added 

Total 50 Bal 

Panchayat with 

820 member is 

exists. 

Youth volunteer Groups 
3 group with 60 

member 

2 New Group with 

20 Members Total 

10 groups with 

200 membership. 

Adolescents Group planned 
10 member has to 

add 

10 member added 

in 10 group finally 

300 members 
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CHILD LINE 
In India, Childhood is caged in labor, trafficking, exploitation, early marriage and it 

needs a hand to bring them out of this cage and Child Line India Foundation offering 

this helping hand to children and In Gwalior city CID is working with CHILD LINE 

INDIA FOUNDATION to provide help to children. CID operating 24 hour Child Help 

line 1098 successfully and dedicated team of CID respond to call immediately and 

provide best possible help to the children in need .CID also organized Orientation 

program, Child group meetings, Rally, Human Chain, Signature campaign, Drawing 

competition, Rathyatra, Exhibitions to spread awareness and to mobilize community 

and to help children and mobilize children to protect themselves from the evils 

willing to peril them. CHILD LINE se Dosti program a national level campaign 

facilitated by CID successfully and set of innovative program conducted to help 

children and to educate community. CID organizes Balloon flying program with 

children, Dosti corner an orientation program on Child rights, adopt a shelter home 

program, Signature campaign, Suraksha Bandhan program with Allied system, an 

exhibition and fun activities with children. 

Activity report 

          April 2015- February 2016 

Childline Gwalior connected with CCC so other categories of calls (except Intervention cases) are not mentioned 

here. 

Types of call 

 

Total No. of Calls 

 

1.Interventions  

Medical help 211 

Shelter 120 

Restoration 90 

Rescue 94 

Death-related  

Sponsorship 4 
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2.Missing children  

Child lost 20 

Parents asking help  

3.Emotional support and 

Guidance 

72 

4.Information  

Referral from other childline 4 

Info about CHILDLINE And 

Volunteers 

 

5.Unclassified  

6.Other  

Did not find (DNF)\Did not respond 23 

Crank\fun\abusive  

Chat calls  

Wrong  

Silent  

Blank  

Follow up calls  

Phone-testing calls  

One sided Communication  

Administrative  

Personal  

TOTAL 638 
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Meetings / Trainings held 

 

MEETING 

 

Conducted (No) Highlights 

Team members 

meeting (weekly) 

34 In all Team members meeting team member shared their experience of 

Outreach, orientation, exhibition and open houses. Share feedback of every 

month report. All team members also discussed on the cases and if they face 

any problem they share and get solutions. Team members made their action 

plan for next week in every meeting. 

Directors’ Meeting  11 In every Director meeting team member shared their experience of 

Outreach, orientation, exhibition and open houses with director and director 

gave some suggestion and new ideas for effective awareness. All team 

members also discussed on the cases and if they face any problem director 

support them for solutions. Team members made their action plan for next 

week in every meeting and coordinator gave information about that and 

other documents to director. 

Trainings 11 We all team members attend these meeting on different- different subject 

related to Child rights and Child protection. Mainly topics were ICPS, JJ Act, 

Child rights , Child abuse, Child labor, counseling etc. 

Open house (Monthly) 22 All open house based for awareness of Childline 1098 at huge level and also 

targeted all group of community possibly. 

 

Outreach Activities 

Target Group Conducted 

(No) 

Highlights 

Children, Community,  

Auto driver, police stations 

PCO Owners 

691 Awareness did about Childline 1098 and 

its working process through distribute 

Pamphlets and pasting of posters for 

effective output of activities 
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AWARENESS ACTIVITY WITH COMMUNITY / CHILDREN 

Exhibition 

 

5 We targeted all the location where we can find maximum 

Crowd  for show some assets of Childline , Drawing related 

child rights made by children groups for awareness about 

Childline 1098 and working process of Childline for child 

in distress. We display of kiosk also. 

Orientation 

 

31 We did maximum orientation program at crowded places 

which were schools and some other organization 

Aaganwadi Kendra so that we can aware maximum person 

& children in one activity. For orientation program we 

used Puppet show method for awareness about Childline 

1098 and working process of Childline, sharing of cases. 

Children group meeting 

 

76 In the Right of Right to Participation We formed some 

children group in slum areas and schools and also they are 

supporting us as pear group in their community for 

awareness of Childline. We conduct every month meeting 

with every children group and we gave name to this group 

CRPG-C Child right Protective Group. 

Human Chain  01 That was an International anti child labour day. So 

childline team planned a human chain in Phoolbagh. That 

was a big awareness programme. Our volunteer gropes & 

our organization also participate in this programme. We 

distributed pamphlets to the visitors and gave information 

about childline & child rights. And also request to all 

visitor to stop child labour. In this programme we invite 

Mr O.P. mishra (Director, NCLP) as a chief guest. 

CHILDLINE se dosti programme  07 CHILDLINE Se Dosti was a week before Children Day. 

Childline India Foundation suggest us to All Collab partner 

to celebrate this week with some advised activity and also 

give freedom to choose other activity. During this week we 

conducted different activities like Dosti corner, Adopt a 

shelter home, Orientation on Child labour, Signature 

campaign on Child labour, Orientation on CSA, Suraksha 

bandhan and Human chian.  

Relly 04 In the month of July our organization planned to run 

school chalo abhiyaan for awareness of Right to education 

act and advocacy for proper implementation. Childline 

team member also conducted 18 rallies for this campaign. 

Result of the rallies was very wonderful we made 138 

admissions of children in Govt. & private schools & in the 

month of December Human rights day comes on so 

CHILDLINE team planned to a rally for awareness of child 
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rights. We also distribute our pamphlets to all viewers. Our 

children group also participated in this rally 

Children Fair  02 In the month of April and September our organization 

organized a children fare at ambedkar park, Gwalior. All 

members of children groups took participate in this fare. 

Childlin also take participate in this fare and called our 

children group members. We putted our kiosk and display 

exhibition. Many fun activities did this fare. All children 

injoyed it. We did a puppet show based on Child labour 

theam. Childline team has given information about childline 

to all participants. In the end of this program all children well 

aware about childline service and gave assurance to us that if 

they found any child in distress then inform to childline. We 

distributed the pamphlets of childline.  

 

 

 

 
RIGHT TO EDUCATION 
Education not only fillip the process of development but also give it a justly guidance 

which always steer a developing nation towards development.  CID is working to lift 

the education by utilizing the Right to Education act to its fullest. To provide a 

Launchpad to education CID runs hyperactive campaign in the city. Every year, CID 

ignites School Chalo Abhiyaan with the wish of illuminating Gwalior by the light of 

education and to give wings to its aspiration of making Gwalior home of educated 

multitude. 

During the current reportage span, we, The CID team organizes rallies across the city 

registered active participation of children. Regular door-to-door visit done to 

mobilize the community. Exhibitions invigorated the campaign. Exhibitions, Rallies 

and Door-to-door visits covered most vulnerable are of city like Khajanchi Baba, 

Subhash Nagar, Mandre Ki Mata, Shankar Pur, Indra Nagar, Noorganj, Naktapatha, 

Transport Nagar and Kishan Bagh. 

Center for Integrated Development also working in 28 Villages of Sheopur district to 

promote education. School Chalo Abhiyan, Aganwadi wokrers training, Orientation 
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and Meeting of Mother Committee, SMC orientation and meeting are the activities is 

being done to uplift the level of education. Education and sports material is being 

provided to the poor children. 

To reduce the absenteeism community monitoring of Anganwadi is being done 

through mothers committee and absenteeism of children is also reduced with the help 

of community participation. 

CID has made Child Rights club in these villages and every month meeting is being 

organized where girls and boys are being oriented to develop leadership quality 

among them and make them capable to ask the benefits they are entitled to get.  

 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
Centre for integrated development play an important role of change facilitator 

between the change maker and needy. Same as the Indian context in Gwalior also, 

large number of work force is working in the unorganized sector. In unorganized 

sector these worker are being oppressed as they don’t get any benefits apart from the 

wages which are very low. These workers are entitled to various government 

schemes and social security benefits, CID help them to acquire the benefits of 

schemes. 

Carpet weaving is the industry which is very prevalent in Gwalior, CID help the 

people depended on this unorganized industry to recognize them as handicraft worker 

by helping them to get registered at Sant Ravidas State Handicraft Welfare 

Association which entitled them for various benefits such as food security, education 

for children etc, CID also help them to get these benefits. 

Bidi Roller is another marginalized which suffer because of the involvement of 

middle man, because of the middle man the wages is very low and they do not get 

fair wages of their work. People who are involved in   

Center for integrated development is focused on the uplifting of the marginalized 

community. In collaboration with Action aid and European Commission CID is 

working to organized labor of unorganized sector and also working to improve their 

socio-economic status by providing Skills training so that they can switch to better 

option of livelihood. 
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In Kolaras village, tribes mainly Sahriya tribe living a very underprivileged life 

and CID worked for their welfare through Freedom from Hunger and Fear to 

Spread awareness of land rights and ensure Sahriya tribals are rehabilitated and 

recompensed under the Forest Resources Act and empowering the Sahriya 

community for their right of food and livelihood, so that they could attain their 

food security by demanding their rights and entitlements. CID has strengthen 

SAJAG so that it can attain an individual identity and member of this group raise 

their voice against exploitation. CID also build Capacity of CBOs like Jagrit 

Mahila Sangh and Mahila Hinsha Virodhi core group of SAJAG to address issues 

related to women rights. CID also disseminated the information regarding the legal 

provisions and government schemes at the grass root level through the 

Manavadhikar Kendras and Baladhikar Kendras. 

 

 

 

SELF HELP GROUP 

A “Self Help Group “is a group of women who are belongs to economically 

backward society labeled as “ Below Poverty Line “ families, Self-help Groups are 

being the most effective tool for the socio-economic development of the community. 

CID has started SHGs and facilitating them for the betterment of the women’s of 

marginalized communities. 

 
COMMUNITY COMMITTEES 
 

Community Committee is the group of people of same concern coming together to 

solve their social and life issue by themselves with help of mutual understanding, 

coordination and cooperation. CID has formed 38 Community committees with 

1980members. CID organizes regular meetings of these committees to ensure social 

development of the members CID also educates the member of committee about the 

various social welfare schemes run by Govt.  

Now Communities are aware about their rights. Social development of communities 

allowed them to raise their voice before the authority to get the resolution of their 

issue. 
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                                   CID has conducted 178 meetings since January 2015 to ensure 

the development of deprived communities. Regular orientation and meetings has 

developed a desire of development in these communities. 

 

 Community is aware about the hazards of child labour and showing interest in 

education of their children. 

 Committee members are resolving their issue with their joint efforts. 

 Committee is spreading awareness in their community regarding health and 

hygiene. 

 

 
ADOLESCENT AND YOUTH GROUP 
For a strong building a strong foundation is required, to build a strong society aware 

and educated youngsters is required, CID is working to build a strong foundation for 

the next generation for that CID has created Adolescent and youth groups in all 

marginalized localities of Gwalior, in these groups Adolescent girls and youth boys 

are being given education about the various social issue and also being given 

guidance to steer their career in right direction. 

Member of these groups are also being oriented about health issue and hygiene and 

sanitation related education is also being given which is enhancing their capabilities 

to build a healthy environment at their home and in their localities as well. 

Table: List of achievement 

Rashan 

Card 

TT 

Operation 

Voter 

card 

Ladli 

Laxmi 

Yojna 

Old age 

pension 

Widow 

pension 

Disable 

pension 

Vaccinatio

n for 

Adolescent  

girls 

Girls 

Orphan 

Pension 

16 2 5 3  4  - 1 

Birth 

Certificate 

Stop child 

marriage 

- Labour 

Card 

Caste 

Certificat

e 

Domicile 

certificat

e 

Girls 

Guardian 

Pension 

Form 

Disable 

Card 

Aadhar 

Card 

3 - - 12 7 1 1 3 10 
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Member of these groups are also active to in various awareness creating activities, 

they organized school chalo campaign also initiate and facilitate cleanness drive in 

their locality. Actively participate in awareness generation activities against Child 

Labor and Child Marriage . 

HEALTH 
Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely 

the absence of disease or infirmity (WHO) 

Health in India is diverted towards its “Care” aspect as private health care system is 

growing with a rapid pace which reflect the perspective of people health as absence 

of disease rather than physical, mental and social well-being. 

CID has started many programs which are directly or indirectly addressing the issue 

of health considering health as whole where CID focuses on social determinants of 

health and spreading awareness to steer people towards “Prevention” aspect.  

CID is addressing issue related to health under its various programs: 

IMMUNIZATION 
Immunization is a process to make population resistant towards particular disease, 

India is bearing the double burden i.e. both communicable and non- communicable 

disease have high prevalence, some of them can be eliminate through immunization 

as India did it in past with polio and leprosy.  

 CID is working with state government to make its immunization drives more 

effective by providing capacity building training to ANM and FPWs. 

 

MICRONUTRIENT SUPPLEMENTS  
Apart from protein, carbohydrates human body requires many nutrients which are 

very less in quantity but very high in importance but often not get the required 

importance resulting in various deficiency in human body which further leads to 

many chronic or acute diseases.  

CID is involved in the promotion of micronutrients such as Vitamin A, Iron, Zinc, 

and Calcium. 
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Training to the Government officials, FLWs and ANMs is provided about the micro 

nutrients, an effective training module is developed to make training more effective, 

and method of training is participatory which involves participant in training process 

which makes training more effective. CID also involve in the stock management and 

ensures the availability of micronutrient at the delivery point.  

 

DIARRHEA MANAGEMENT 
CID is working for the reduction of diarrhea through ORS and Zinc tablet. Diarrhea 

is caused by unhygienic food and impure water, street food culture make India more 

vulnerable in urban areas and in rural area unsystematic sewage system , practice of  

defecation in open area , using wood and Cole ashes  and clay to clean hand after 

defecation make rural area perilously vulnerable . 225,000 deaths occur every year 

due to diarrhea .CID is working for the protection and prevention of diarrhea in the 

rural area of north of Madhya Pradesh as it is seeing most number of diarrhea cases 

particularly in Shivpuri , Sheopur, Bhind, Datia ,Morena and Gwalior . Main 

objective of this program is to reduce the death toll which is being caused by diarrhea 

and reduce the number of occurrence of diarrhea cases by mobilizing mother and care 

person of children. To achieve this capacity building of FLWs is done by CID team 

member then identify the children suffering from diarrhea and dehydration and 

provide ORS and Zinc Tablet to cure. CID team ensures that every children of 

targeted area must get ORS and Zinc on time when needed for this ORS and Zinc 

stock check done on regular basis by CID team and also maintain the transparency in 

information to increase the effectiveness of the program. Below is the details of 

FLWs training and field visits done by CID representative.  
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 S.N  
 District 
Name  

 Total 
Training

  

 Total 
Participants 
in Training  

 Total Meeting  
 Total 

Meeting  

 Total 
Participants in 

Meeting  
 Total 

Participants 
in Meeting  

 Total 
Field 
Visit  

 Beneficiary 
Validated  

 Facility 
Visited  

 Village 
Visited  

Meeting Other Meeting Other 

   1    Morena  35  1815 39 28 67  4521 1266 5787 1125  54  28  416 

   2    Guna 36  2342 40 33 73  3184 2236 5420 1205  68  32  555 

   3    Gwalior  35  1579 42 41 83  3117 3452 6569 1100  63  28  322 

   4    Shivpuri 41  1593 47 38 85  3138 2735 5873 1152  76  28  584 

   5    Datia 33  1309 43 46 89  3345 2965 6310 1231  89  35  436 

   6    Bhind  26  1102 34 19 53  2709 906 3615 1163  64  29  426 

   7 
   Ashok 
Nagar  27  919 38 31 69  2010 2709 4719 1147  62  29  520 

   8    Sheopur  37  1411 51 39 90  2900 3456 6356 1136  23  47  369 

Total 270 12070 334 275 609 24924 19725 44649 9259 499 256 3628 
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COMMUNITY BASED NUTRITION REHABILITATION 

CENTRE 
The World Bank estimates that India is one of the highest ranking countries in the 

world for the number of children suffering from malnutrition ("World Bank Report". Source: The World 

Bank (2009). Retrieved 2009-03-13. World Bank Report on Malnutrition in India). The 2015 Global Hunger Index (GHI) 

Report ranked India 20th amongst leading countries with a serious hunger situation 
(International Food Policy Research Institute). 

Center for integrated development is very sensitive about the nutrition issue of 

children and working in 51 villages in Shivpuri to address the issue of 

malnourishment. CID created Community based Community based Nutrition 

Rehabilitation Centre which is a revolutionary step towards prevention and cure 

of mal nourished children.In these NRCs children which are falling under 

malnourished category are being taken care for 6 month where they have been 

provided supplement food suggested by nutrition specialist.  

In these center mother of malnourish children are being given the information and 

education about hygiene and its effect on the growth of children so that they will take 

care of their children and maintain their nutrition status even after the nutrition 

rehabilitation center. 

This year “Lilwara, Raijha, Nagar, Madanpura, Sesai-Khurd, and  Vijaypura” are the 

village identified as the highly nutrition deprived village and CNRC has been 

established in these village, total 166 malnourished children are identified, these 

children has been provided with 2 time supplement food in a day for 6 month and 

remarkable result has been seen as all the children are safe now. 166 other children 

are referred to NRC who were having serious state of malnutrition. 

MATERNAL HEALTH 
Maternal health is another area where CID is focusing, to improve the status of 

maternal health and to bring down maternal mortality rate (MMR) CID is working 

with the tribes in 51 villages of Shivpuri.  

Training of government officials, ASHAs and ANM is done by CID to improve their 

capacity and on the other hand community awareness campaign is being run in these 

villages by Awareness and leadership capacity building training of health committee 

of Panchayat called “Gram Swasth Sabha Gram Tadarth Samiti” (GSSGTS) and 
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awareness building of other PRI members so that they can contribute their effort 

towards communitization of health in their villages. 

In the process of communitization CID has formed community group and keep 

strengthen them by regular capacity building training to highlight health issues and 

facilitate community about government system. These community group’s meeting is 

organized every month to exchange thoughts and ideas about improving village 

health. Also facilitating the Village Health and Nutrition day and outreach program to 

reach the underserved communities of internal areas with the help of existing health 

administrative system.  

Awareness generation through creative activities like movie projection on various 

health concern issue, dramas and puppet show is being done. CID also produce & 

procure IEC materials to spread information and awareness and promote health. 

Anemia management among adolescent through IFA is done by CID to ensure 

healthy motherhood for these adolescent in their reproductive age.  

ENVIRONMENT 
One thing in the world will not over, which is Innovations, human, the most 

intelligent species are innovating various things with his unmatched intelligence, 

blessing of innovation have sequel curse for Mother Nature. Vehicle running on 

natural fuel outpouring dangerous gases into environment which is the main reason 

behind the abnormal change behavior change in climate. Earth is becoming warmer; 

sea level is elevating due to the melting glacier .deforestation to acquire residential 

land made it more hazardous by effecting eco system negatively.  

Since it’s embarked, CID is very much concerned for environmental related 

issues; CID raised “Green Gwalior Clean Gwalior “in early 90’s to sensitize people 

of Gwalior toward environment. CID is “Keen to Green “the Gwalior hence 

regularly organizing plantation campaign in various part of city. CID also organizes 

awareness programs, seminars for Community Committee, Self Help Group, Youth 

Group and Adolescent Girls Groups. Exhibitions are being regularly organized to 

spread awareness among common people. 

On 12
th
 of June CID organize awareness rallies and exhibition to celebrate World 

Environment Day.                         
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OTHER ACTIVITIES  
 

        Republic Day Celebration was organized by CID for NFEs Children, Youth 

groups and Adolescent girls groups took part in activities such as singing, Stage 

Play, Debate, Extempore. 

 

 Red Hand Day campaign facilitated by CID where Adolescent girls marked their 

hand impression. 

 

 

 International women day celebrated by CID team with the women of community 

committees and SHGs where speakers have explained the rights of women to 

participants. 

 

 Exhibition ,seminars were organized by CID on occasion of National Anti-Child 

Labour Day to spread information about child rights and hazards of child labour to 

general public, media , intellectuals and among deprived communities. 

 

 

 Painting competition was held at all NFE centers for children, where children gave a 

colorful demonstration of their imagination and thoughts about child rights 

 

 Debate and Painting competition was organized by CID for NFE‘s children on 

occasion of World Environment Day to sensitize children about the environmental 

issues. 

 

 

 CID has conducted events such as Human Chain, Rally, and Exhibition on occasion 

of International Anti Child Labour Day to spread awareness about child right and 

sensitize people on the issue of child labour. 

 

 Plantation Drive and Friendship with trees campaign organized. 
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